**The Tech**

February 21, 1939

**Prom of Ten Years**

Hence Revealed by Renowned Indian Crystal Gazer

Television, Liquor Substitutes, and Eunuchization of Man Foreseen by Seer

We sat in the gloom with eyes riveted upon the phenomological countenance of the faceless effigy, set upon a phantasmic globe. His ghastly hands seemed to encompass the luminous crystal sphere, but his face remained as solemn as the moon. Suddenly, a voice rose from the depths of the earth, and the effigy's eyes, like stars in the night sky, began to twinkle and shimmer. The voice continued,诉诸于the faceless effigy, set upon a phantasmic globe. His ghastly hands seemed to encompass the luminous crystal sphere, but his face remained as solemn as the moon. Suddenly, a voice rose from the depths of the earth, and the effigy's eyes, like stars in the night sky, began to twinkle and shimmer. The voice continued,

**H. B. Simonds**

**Executive Editorial**

June 7, 1939. 

**BRAND-NEW "TECH SHOW"**

A new Comedy-Drama: THE WIND'S WEEK. Written and directed by E. B. Hubbard.

**Colonial Theater, is here now.**

Well, boys and gals, the actreess is out, and the three running scenes, upon which the future of the show depends, have been directed by E. B. Hubbard..."Prom of Ten Years."

Prom of Ten Years was a remarkable selection of new ideas borrowed from the finest domestic workshops. Exclusive new plays about castles, tombs, countesses, bewitches, mixtures, an- ples, herringbone, stripes, and of course the whole concept of television. (Cheers).

**New and different models, designed and tailored in our Boston workshops.**

Belle de la Mode. The young man—ready-to-wear—ready to give less satisfaction. 

**Spring Suits**

**Playing Directory**

**Stage**

**THE "MARK!" THE "Renaissance!"**

You will enjoy the Week-end more if you need some suit be presented by DANNY CASSO

The Students' Tailor

**631 Marlboro St., cam., Mass.**

**Screen**

You will enjoy the Week-end more if you need a suit to be presented by DANNY CASSO

The Students’ Tailor

631 Marlboro St., cam., Mass.